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Overview
As of February 6, 2020, it appears that we are on track for a “hit and miss” season
with roadsides and urban areas likely in bloom well before most fields in rural
areas. The data seems to suggest that all areas have some locations that received
enough fall rainfall to support germination of seeds and that winter rainfall
although below normal in most areas has been sufficient to sustain rosette
growth. Winter temperatures for December and January have averaged above
normal, but average temperature for November was below normal. The below
normal temperature in November might have been enough to satisfy the
“vernalization” requirement for winter annuals. While the average temperature
for December and January was above normal the minimum average temperature
was below 40 degrees which also might have been low enough.
The main limiting factor aside from the warmer than normal temperatures is the
below normal rainfall for December-January. While it might have been enough to
sustain rosettes, it might not have been enough to support deep roots and larger
plants. Deep root systems support hardier and larger plants with more blooms.
They also have a better chance to tap into below surface water.
If February and March rainfall and temperatures hold close to normal then the
season should progress close to normal with some locations in or near urban
“heat island” areas blooming much earlier. I personally think the season will be
“hit and miss” with some surprises here and there, but overall “not the best” we

have seen in the past 10 years. The plants should be there in most areas given the
October rainfall. The question is whether those plants got the support they
needed from November through January. That is what the data seems to suggest.
Of all the areas that I researched, Mason County and Presidio County have a
better chance for some decent displays given February-March weather
cooperates.
CAVEATS: Should February and March weather turn to hot and dry then the
season could be early and short. Some early blooms have already been reported
mainly in the urban “heat island” locations. With hot and dry conditions those
early blooms could increase mostly along roadsides with little showings in the
fields.
Current NOAA ENSO projections call for neutral conditions to persist throughout
the spring and summer. Their 90-day outlook (Feb-April) calls for equal chances
for rain for all but the Big Bend area, but with above normal temperatures for all
of Texas.
A major concern for normal rainfall with above normal temperature is the early
advance of grass which can overtake the growth of wildflower plants especially
bluebonnets. This is even more of a threat from invasive grass which has been
planted along roadways or in pastures.

Typical Bloom Times: Below are the blooms times for some of the more popular
spring wildflowers in Texas. These times can vary and with warmer than normal
temperatures they will tend to be earlier in the range with peaks coming much
earlier. Bluebonnets in the Hill Country tend to peak between the April 1st to April
10th with areas west of Texas 16 closer to April 10th.

Bluebonnet Bloom Line Progression: Below is a map showing the typical
progression of the bluebonnet bloom line. Warmer temperatures can alter this
some but usually not more than a week or so. However, there have been
exceptions. Last year roadside bluebonnet blooms began well earlier in the Big
Bend area – nearly a month early. One year, the roadsides in the Brenham area
were more than two weeks earlier than the fields. They basically experienced two
spring seasons – one for the roads and then later for the fields.

Other Factors: There are several other factors that can affect the spring
wildflower show these include:
• Competing vegetation – tall grass, dead vegetation from past season, and
invasive species can literally crowd out developing wildflower plants.
• Soil and topography – areas need to drain well with no standing water
runoff during rainfall.
• Sunshine – most of our spring wildflowers including bluebonnets prefer
locations with lots of sunshine. Although there are a few species that do
okay in the shade, they tend to not be the ones that produce the field size
displays.

Big Bend
October 2019 rainfall for the Big Bend State Ranch area within Presidio County
was at or slight above normal which should have been enough to support some
germination of seeds. Presidio County that includes the Big Bend area received
overall above normal rainfall for December-January. Average temperature for
November-January was above normal. This would suggest that locations in and
around the Big Bend State Ranch received normal to close to normal rainfall in
October to support germination, but the limiting factor could be the above
normal winter temperatures.

Brenham
October 2019 rainfall for Washington County was above normal. A band of well
above normal rainfall was received from Colorado County through Austin, Waller
and Grimes Counties. Above normal rainfall can be a good thing if the areas have
good drainage, but can be a bad thing if the areas flood and have long standing
ponding of runoff. November average temperature for Washington County was
below normal. The rainfall for December-January was well below normal and
average temperature was well above normal.
This would suggest that enough rainfall was received in the fall to support
germination, but the above normal temperatures and below normal rainfall for
December-January could be a severe limiting factor for an average season. This
does not mean there will not be some spots with good displays, but rather as of
now overall the area is at risk for a below average showing. Normal February and
March rainfall and temperatures can increase the chances for at least an average
season. Our winter annuals are drought hardy and with a little help can bounce
back.

Ennis
October 2019 rainfall for Ellis County was at or above normal. Rainfall for
December-January was below normal and average temperature was above
normal. Based on this information, Ellis County should have had enough rainfall in
the fall to support germination of seeds, but the limiting factors would be the
below normal rainfall and above normal temperature for December-January.
Normal February and March rainfall and temperatures can increase the chances
for at least an average season.

Hill Country
October 2019 rainfall for most of the Hill County was close to normal with some
locations at or above normal. Mason County October 2019 rainfall was at or
above normal with a few locations well above normal. Mason County also
received above normal rainfall for December-January. Blanco, Burnet, Llano, and
Gillespie Counties fell short of normal rainfall for December-January. All counties
in the Hill Country saw above normal temperatures for December-January. My
personal pick for this season is Mason County, however once again the main
limiting factor is the above normal temperatures for December-January. The hope
is that the below normal temperature in November was enough to satisfy the
vernalization requirement or the temperatures so far during December-January
were low enough. My main concern is if February – March rainfall falls well below
normal. Above normal temperatures in February are already in the NOAA outlook
with equal chances for rainfall. That scenario might also encourage grass to get a
head start and overtake the wildflowers, especially early season ones like
bluebonnets and phlox.

South Central Texas (Austin to south and east of San Antonio)
October 2019 rainfall for the I-35 Corridor and areas south and east of San
Antonio overall was at or above normal with some locations below normal.
Atascosa County which is one of the favorite locations for sandyland bluebonnets
saw at or above October normal rainfall. November average temperature was
below normal, but the December-January time period saw well above normal
temperatures. Rainfall for December-January was slightly below normal. As
repeated above the fall rainfall was probably sufficient to support good
germination in most areas, but the limiting factor is the below normal rainfall and
above normal temperatures for December-January. Normal rainfall with normal
temperatures for February – March could increase chances for some spots having
good displays. Rapid growth of grass, especially invasive species can really limit
those displays especially along roadways where invasive grass species were
planted as erosion control or in pastures where they were used as winter grass
cover.
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About this eBook Outlook
This eBook Outlook is just a guide and does not guarantee that the reader will find displays of Texas
bluebonnets/wildflowers along any of the areas mentioned. It is hoped that the information shared
here will encourage you, the reader, to safely and respectfully venture out to enjoy the wonder and
beauty of our state flower and the many other wildflowers in Texas. For current reports on bluebonnet
and other wildflower sightings visit our Facebook page – Texas Wildflower Report.
When you do venture out to enjoy our Texas Bluebonnets and other wildflowers in bloom, please travel
safely and be respectful of the private property of others. We do not encourage nor do we condone
trespassing on private property to get that annual “kids in the bluebonnets” photo or any photo. The
Texas Department of Public Safety provides some important guidelines on how to safely and legally
enjoy viewing and photographing our Texas Wildflowers. You are strongly encouraged to read those
guidelines before venturing out to explore.
WildflowerHaven.com is a for-profit organization, but we do attempt to provide these and many other
sources of information without charge. If you would like to help fund our efforts please consider making
a small donation via PayPal.
Disclaimer: The information contained in this book is provided on an “as is” basis, without warranty.
Although the author and publisher have made an effort to ensure the accuracy of the information,
they accept no responsibility for any loss, injury or inconvenience sustained by any person using this
book.
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